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1.  Rwanda and Ukraine - a crisis of conscience 
and of action 

 
I write at a crisis point for people of integrity, for committed Christians in our country. We have had 
so many crises in recent times, the pandemic, austerity, and the atrocities in the Ukraine. Once 
again, it is time for good people to cry out for justice for “What does the Lord require of you but to 
do justice, love kindness and walk humbly with your God?”   (Micah 6:8)  

It is heartening to see the response of our communities, including our Catholic communities and 
those in our hierarchy speaking up for the asylum seekers threatened with deportation to Rwanda, 
a country unknown to them, simply because they are seeking asylum in Britain through the only 
routes available. The United Nations Refugee Council has condemned the deportations and the 
legislation created to enable them, the Nationality and Borders Act, the British courts have 
belatedly halted one flight, thousands have demonstrated in cities across Britain, Catholics in our 
diocese have been requesting that our Church condemns these deportations to Rwanda. Bishop 
Paul McAleenan who has special responsibility for migrants and is Chair of the Office for Migration 
Policy at the Catholic Bishops’ Conference has written: 

Whether or not the flight to Rwanda takes off today we are now in a new situation. With 
greater force we insist that asylum seekers are not commodities for profit, nor are they 
problems to be rejected and deported by government. Instead we should be guided by the 
four verbs provided by Pope Francis in our approach to migrants and refugees, ‘Welcome, 
protect, promote and integrate’. 

We now need to act with greater force in our parishes and diocese taking all steps, which could 
include a pastoral letter, bidding prayers, letters to the media and MPs, to challenge this new 
situation. 

These deportations are but one aspect of the hostile environment being created for asylum 
seekers, and we have a tradition of seeking to ameliorate this hostility by the organisations and 
volunteers supporting refugees and asylum seekers, by those challenging, by their prayerful vigil, 
the imprisoning of women asylum seekers in Derwentside Immigration Removal Centre in 
Medomsley. In these actions we are supported by Pope Francis, the Catholics Bishops’ 
Conference and our diocese. 

But the overwhelmingly positive response from our government, diocesan leaders, and our 
parishes to the plight of asylum seekers from the Ukraine highlights how much more can be done 
for all asylum seekers and refugees. Britain takes only 1% of all refugees, a miniscule proportion of 
our population and even many of the most favoured, Afghan refugees who worked with Britain, are 



still languishing in temporary accommodation, isolated and depressed. While asylum seekers and 
refugees can enrich Britain our approach as Christians is not one of self-interest but of being 
guided by our common humanity and our faith for “I was a stranger and you invited me in, I needed 
clothes and you clothed me, I was sick and you looked after me, I was in prison and you came to 
visit me.” (Matthew 25:35-37) 

 

The differential treatment of refugees from the Ukraine and other refugees raises uncomfortable 
questions for our practice of Christianity. All are in need. Do we really see each person as our 
‘brother and sister’, as an equal child of God? Or are we differentiating based on skin colour and 
continent of origin-Africa or Europe? This is a moment for examination of conscience. 

The Catholics in our diocese who have experienced racism, the Catholics in our diocese who 
understand racism and strive to combat it hope that we will use this crisis to challenge any racism 
and that all in our Church will soon welcome and stand in solidarity with all refugees. 

 

         Dr Beverley Prevatt Goldstein  

*************************************************************************************************************** 

On May 23rd, 2022 as part of Laudato Si week, Mass was offered at St Mary’s Cathedral in 
Newcastle.  The following is the homily given by Fr Chris Hughes, chair of the diocesan 
Environmental group 

2.    Homily for Laudato Si Mass May 23rd 2022. 

 

In my role as the Chair of the Diocesan Environmental Group (DEG), there are a number of ‘thank-
yous’ that I would like to give. First of all, I am grateful to Bishop Robert for being willing to preside 
at the Mass. My thanks also to Canon Simon Lerche and Fr William Nichol, Colleen and all the 
Cathedral Parish Community for being willing to host the Mass.  I offer my thanks to all the servers, 
sacristans, stewards, organist and others of the parish who have been so helpful and welcoming. I 
give a very big thank-you to Maria and her colleagues at Sacred Heart and to all the members of 
the Choir who have been so generous with their time and talents It is great to see you all. Thank-
you also  to you all for coming out tonight taking part in this Mass. 

My final set of thanks is to fellow members of the Diocesan Environmental Group. I was skiving off 
while most of the preparation was being done for the Mass, so I am very grateful to you all for all 
the work and effort you have put in. 

Since this is the first time the group have organised this Mass for Laudato Week it would be good 
to introduce you to the rest of the group. Unfortunately, Mark Maughan from CAFOD, Hannah 
Bartlett from YMT and Rev Deacon Richard McLaughlin are not able to be with us this evening. 



But I can introduce you to Claire Hetherington from the Diocesan Education Department, Minnie 
Fraser who is a member of the Diocesan Property Department and is the Diocesan Environmental 
Lead, Chris Myers, who taught environmental Science at Northumbria University and to Mel 
Francisco Lawless who is also a part of YMT. Finally, two other members are here on the 
sanctuary, Bishop Robert Byrne  and Fr Adrian Tuckwell. The DEG comes under what seems the 
ever-expanding umbrella of Caritas. 

 

In the Gospel Christ tells us that he will send us the Advocate, the Spirit, during his absence. The 
Greek word  for ‘advocate’ is ‘parakletos’, so you can see where the word ‘paraclete ‘comes from. 
It literally means to CRY OUT TO THOSE WHO CRY OUT!! The Sprit is crying out the voice of 
God in response to the cries of our world. 

Sadly, there are many cries. At this time, we have the cries of all victims of war and violence. We 
think of the victims, the dead, injured and bereaved in Ukraine, Yemen, Sri Lanka, Israel/Palestine, 
Burma and so many other places. Their cries are not just of violence but it will also be the trauma 
that will last for decades. We must here the words of Pope Francis in Fratelli Tutti (FT) ‘No More 
War!’ 

We have the cries of victims of racial hatred who are made to feel worthless and an outsider. They 
are often the scapegoats for fear and discrimination for those who seek to maintain their power, 
wealth and status. We must hear their cries. 

There is the cry of hunger of people from across the world. There are people starving, living on 
subsistence diets. That includes people in our own country who may also feel the cry of the cold 
after the summer as families decide to eat or heat or parents starve to feed their children. 

Finally, we have the cry of the earth, experienced through increased global warning, more extreme 
weather events, raging fires, increased extinctions of species, and the earth becoming as Pope 
Francis said in Laudato Si (LS), a huge pile of filth. 

These cries cannot be ignored. In FT, in his reflection on the Good Samaritan which we will hear 
on a Sunday in July, states that we cannot pass-by. Like the Samaritan we must attend to the cries 
we hear and also like him respond in a way that meets the needs of the situation. 

Our responses will need to be on different levels. 

In terms of decreasing our carbon foot print time is running out. Our lifestyles all have to change. 
We all have to take responsibility. It will impact at all levels, from the individual to the global 
including the diocese. Cutting fossil fuels means an embrace of new technologies, such ground 
pumps, electric vehicles, embracing the power of wind and tide. 

But it cannot be just a question of embracing new technologies. Indeed, in LS Francis wants to 
avoid the ‘technocratic mindset’ that sees everything like machine. We do not simply need more 
machines to fix the problem 



We have to go deeper. In FT Francis calls for a ‘political love’. This is a love that not only makes a 
compassionate response to the needs around us but asks us to explore the causes of these 
injustices. Francis talks of a “commanded” love, expressed in those acts of charity that spur people 
to create more sound institutions, more just regulations, more supportive structures 

We  need  to address the causes and not just symptoms. In my experience of being involved with 
Community Organising and Tyne Wear Citizens, I have seen how members of Civic Society can 
come together to challenge big state or big money, through our building of relational power to bring 
about change such as increase the number living wage employers, improve mental health services 
especially for young people, tackling hate crime and misogyny. We must not be frightened in being 
political to ensure that power is used for the common good and to uphold the dignity and value of 
others. I have seen that using the power we have in developing civic society, we can transform our 
world. 

But we still need to go deeper since I sense the problem, we face is a spiritual issue with the 
human condition and as members of the Church we have the solution that has always been part of 
our tradition. This was brought home to me when reading Patrick Deneen’s ‘Why Liberalism has 
failed’. 

He makes the point that the understanding of liberty and freedom of modern liberalism is very 
different to classical or Christian understanding of this important aspect of our humanity. For the 
former, being free is about avoidance of any constraints. We are supposed to be able to do what 
we want, when we want and how we want; the only limit is that we do not harm others. While the 
latter, being free meant being aware of and managing our appetites, passions and desires, since if 
we do not control them, then they will control us, totally curbing our liberty. 

It is this collective, global and encouragement of uncontrolled appetites, passions and desires that 
is crushing our fragile earth, seeing it as an object to plunder, which is putting immense pressure 
on our planet, which is the cause of so much destruction of what Francis states in LS as our 
‘common home’. This force is also the cause of so much violence, since it increases demand on 
limited resources, which is the cause of so much conflict in our world. It is these forces that are the 
cause of increasing inequality and injustice, that make people hungry, abused and rejected. 

We have to manage our own appetites, but the human soul can seem to be like a black hole of 
need. It is our God who shows his infinite love in the self-giving of Christ that meets the depth of 
this desire. As St Augustine famously said, ‘my heart will not rest till it rests with Thee’ 

It is only when the depth of our need is met by the depth of this divine love can we start to manage 
our own desires. 

We need to hear the cries of others and our planet, but we also need to hear the cry of divine love. 
It is only when this divine cry touches the DNA of our souls can we then truly hear those many 
cries that rage in our world. So, we must hear the cries of the poor and the earth but also that cry 
of love from God for us all.         Fr Chris Hughes 

 



 

Key Findings from the IPCC Climate Change Mitigation 
Report April 2022  

 

The latest report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) published on 04 April 
identifies the global action needed to preserve our chances of meeting the Paris Agreement's 1.5 degrees C 
target [1].  The report compiled by 278 scientists from 65 countries makes clear that with every fraction of 
a degree of global warming, the impact of climate change will intensify.   

This article, based on information provided by the World Resources Institute [2], examines the key findings 
of the report which clearly identify both the scale and urgency of the challenge confronting humanity. 

1. Global GHG emissions have continued to rise, but in pathways that limit warming to 1.5 
degrees C, they peak before 2025. 

Globally, greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) have risen over the past decade, reaching 59 gigatonnes of 
CO2 equivalent (GtCO2e) in 2019 - roughly 12% higher than emissions in 2010 and 54% greater than 1990. 
However, in modelled pathways that hold global warming to the Paris Agreement’s 1.5 degree C goal (with 
no or limited overshoot), GHG emissions peak before 2025 and then fall by 43% from 2019 levels by 2030.  
Put simply we must take urgent action over this decade to reduce our GHG emissions – this has 
implications for us all. 

2. There's no room for building new fossil fuel infrastructure. 

The report shows that in pathways that limit warming to 1.5 degrees C (with no or limited overshoot), just a 
net 510 Gt of CO2 can still be emitted before CO2 emissions reach net zero around mid-century (2050-2055). 
Yet future CO2 emissions from existing and planned fossil fuel infrastructure alone could reach 850 Gt - 340 
Gt more than that limit.  Such findings are at odds with the Government’s recently announced energy 
security strategy which includes new licenses for oil and gas exploration in the North Sea [3]. 

3. We need rapid transformations across all systems to avoid the worst climate 
impacts. 

GHG emissions have risen across all major systems since last assessed. The IPCC finds that reversing course 
will require decision-makers in government, civil society and the private sector to prioritize the following 
actions, many of which pay for themselves or cost less than $20 per tonne of CO2e: 

• Scale up renewable energy; 
• Double-down on innovation to decarbonize industry; 
• Incentivize green buildings; 
• Redesign cities and shift to zero- and low-carbon transport; 
• Conserve ecosystems and improve food systems. 

 



4. Changes in lifestyle and behaviours have a significant role to play in mitigating 
climate change. 

Worldwide, households with incomes in the top decile, which includes a large share of households in 
developed countries, are responsible for 36-45% of total GHG emissions, while families earning in the 
bottom 50% account for just 13-15%. Achieving universal access to modern energy for the world’s poorest, 
the IPCC further finds, would not significantly impact global emissions. 

Shifting consumption patterns, particularly among the world’s wealthiest, can slash GHG emissions by 40-
70% by 2050 when compared with current climate policies. Walking or cycling, avoiding long-haul flights, 
shifting to plant-based diets, cutting food waste, and using energy more efficiently in buildings are among 
the most effective demand-side mitigation options. 

These findings are strong justification for a carbon tax on excessive consumption – e.g. on second homes, 
frequent flying and high polluting vehicles such as SUVs.  The money raised could then be used to assist less 
well of families to insulate their homes, reduce energy costs, install heat pumps and invest in public 
transport. 

5. Limiting global temperature rise to 1.5 degrees C will be impossible without 
carbon removal 

The IPCC found that all pathways that limit warming to 1.5 degrees C (with no or limited overshoot) depend 
on carbon removal. These approaches can include both natural solutions, such as sequestering and storing 
carbon in trees and soil, as well as technologies that pull CO2 directly out of the atmosphere.  Investing in 
nature-based solutions including tree planting, peatland restoration and sustainable farming would also 
enhance biodiversity and support nature recovery.  

6. Climate finance for mitigation must be 3 to 6 times higher by 2030 to limit 
warming to below 2 degrees C 

Annual public and private finance for climate change mitigation and adaptation rose by up to 60% from 
2013 to 2020. However, these gains have slowed in recent years, and to make matters worse, the IPCC 
found that finance for fossil fuels still outstrips funding for climate action.  A key aspect of climate justice is 
the level of finance to be provided by developed countries to support countries in the global south to adapt 
to climate change and transition their economies away from fossil fuels.  This remains a contentious issue 
held over from the climate conference in Glasgow last November (COP26) and likely to be a key issue at 
COP27 (Egypt, November 2022). 

Conclusion 

The report clearly identifies both the urgency and the scale of transformation required across the whole of 
society.  Humanity must act now if we are to avoid the worst impacts of climate change.  Failure to act will 
have devastating consequences for all life on earth– to quote from a previous IPCC report“any further delay 
in global action to slow climate change and adapt to its impacts will miss a brief and rapidly closing window 
of opportunity to secure a liveable and sustainable future for all” [4,5].   



Dr Chris Myers 
Email: chrisj.myers57@gmail.com 
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4. Some personal thoughts on the Synodal Church 
and the Climate Crisis 

1. Introduction 
• I am writing this article because I am puzzled by the outcome of the Synodal process within our 

Diocese.  As someone who has contributed to the process via various listening events, I am 
disappointed with the final submission [1].  

• The main issue for me personally is not what is contained in our submission – I can accept that 
it reflects the genuine views expressed by people across our Diocese. 

• My concern centres around the collective failure to identify as a serious and urgent mission of 
the Church to respond to the climate (and related) crisis.  Can it really be that we do not 
appreciate the depth of the crisis humanity is facing (to quote David Rhodes [2] “we are staring 
into the abyss”), or do we not consider that the Church has a role to play in addressing the 
crisis?  I find this astonishing. 

• I continue to be inspired by the call in Laudato Si’ [3] from Pope Francis to hear the cry of the 
poor and the earth and take action to care for our common home.  I recommend anyone 
reading this article to read and reflect on the homily given by Fr Chris Hughes at the Mass held 
in the Cathedral on May 23 to mark Laudato Si’ week [4]. 

• Failure to act globally across all levels of society to urgently reduce emissions of greenhouse 
gases is already seriously impacting the lives of millions of people in the global south and will 
condemn future generations to a miserable existence [5].  It really is time to wake up and act 
(see also the article about the latest IPCC report in this newsletter). 

• I offer below my own thoughts which I wrote back in January as preparation for the synodal 
process. 

2. Background – the current situation 
• We are living through a series of profound crises, which together threaten the health and 

wellbeing of our common home not to mention the health and wellbeing of humanity itself. 
• These crises which include climate change, ecological degradation, pollution, increasing social 

problems as well as the pandemic are caused by human activity.  Our burning of fossil fuels, 
increased industrialization, over consumption, individualism, the wasteful use of the earth’s 
precious resources along with our affluent life styles (in the developed world) have all 
contributed to these problems which have led to a rupture of our relationship with nature.  
Humanity has simply forgotten that we are part of nature and dependent on nature for all our 
needs.  If we destroy nature, we destroy ourselves. 

• Humanity needs to learn once again to recognise our interdependence on creation and seek to 
repair our relationship with nature – this will ultimately lead to the necessary change in 
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behaviour and thinking.  We must live our lives accepting the Earth as sacred and is part of a 
sacred Universe. 

• Our response to these crises will determine who we are as humans.  We have reached a 
moment of truth for humanity – who are we? What is our purpose? What are our values? How 
can we learn to live in harmony with each other and the whole of creation? 

3. The Church’s Response 
• How should the Church respond as humanity faces these great challenges?  The Church itself 

is not without significant challenges as priests and parishioners age and younger people are 
not attracted to organised religion. 

• We are people of faith – we believe in a loving Creator God who is at the centre of the Universe 
and who reveals himself through the whole of Creation.  God sent his son, Jesus to live 
amongst us and to show us how to live – with love in harmony with each other and creation. 

• The Church can seize this vital time for humanity by living out the message of love and care for 
each other and our common home. 

• Living out this mission involves: 
o Serving our local communities; 
o Reaching out to people on the margins; 
o Promoting a fairer, more equal society; 
o Promoting a vision of a fair, just and sustainable society based on love as a more 

fulfilling way of life consistent with God’s plan for humanity and creation; 
o Promoting an integral ecology focusing on living in harmony with each other and nature, 

recognising the sacred element in all living creatures; 
o Ensuring all people are treated equally and have equal opportunities within the Church 

(including the ordination of women priests and allowing priests to marry); 
o Promoting a spiritual, modest lifestyle based on what we really need not what we think 

we want; 
o Reducing our carbon footprint and embracing renewable energy; 
o Ensuring our buildings, financial assets and church land are used for the common good; 
o Collaborating with other faith groups/ organizations who share common aims. 

4. Conclusion 
• Pope Francis has called for the whole Church to adopt the values of Laudato Si’ and embrace 

an ecological conversion.  Quite simply this is what we need to do. 
• If the Church can make this transformation, then it can truly help and support humanity to 

navigate its way towards a better future for our common home. 

       Dr Chris Myers, Email: chrisj.myers57@gmail.com 
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     www.mercyproject.org.uk    Email: mercy@mercyproject.org.uk 

For I was hungry and you gave me food, I was thirsty and you gave me drink, I was a stranger and 
you made me welcome, lacking clothes and you clothed me, sick and you visited me, in prison and 
you came to see me." Matthew, 25:35-36T 

The Mercy Project is a small charity based in the North East. Setup in 2018 The Mercy Project has 
supported a varied range of work from funding groups working with people who are homeless, 
responding to loneliness and isolation, growing our work with young people and expanding 
opportunities with families. Our work is wide and varied, but clear in our focus of responding with 
compassion. There are vacancies on our trustee board and we would welcome enquires from 
individuals to support us in grant management and as a treasurer / bookkeeper who can commit 
to our project ideally for a period of two to three years. We meet on the first Friday of each month 
for up to two hours, currently in Newcastle. During the month our trustees commit to 0.5 days per 
week with more investment of time possible. For an informal conversation about our work and the 
opportunities please contact us preferably via email above or telephone: 07549960071. All 
telephone messages will be responded to as quickly as possible.  

General trustees responsibilities include: 
• Regular attendance and contribution at meetings 
• Being an advocate for the charity when circumstances allow  
• Encouraging, proposing and developing the work of our charity 

Grant Management responsibilities include: 
• Reviewing and verifying grants proposed 
• Providing up to date information to support the application process 
• Confirming / submitting end of project reports to funders 
• Review and ensure all funding requirements are met 
• Supporting the development and review of relevant related policies 
• Reporting regularly to the Trustee meeting  
• Liaising with volunteers and paid workers relating to our projects 

Treasurer responsibilities include: 
• Tracking and verifying monthly transactions  
• Raising payments and acknowledging receipts  
• Verifying work completed and related payments and income 
• Verifying grant award payments 

 
All trustees are required to undertaken a Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) check and adhere 
to a standard code of conduct.  
 

6. Linton and Ouse ….Barrack accommodation for those seeking asylum  
 
Linton on Ouse was never so famous. 
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It has been home to the RAF from 1937 till its operational closure in 2019, when the RAF stopped 
training its pilots there. But since April the Home Office has decided that it will use it as a 
processing centre for people seeking asylum. And whilst local people have many relevant points to 
make about this move and the impact on them, the information below shows a different outlook. 
 
This ongoing move towards remote, unhygienic, statutorily unfit accommodation started with the 
use of Penally and Napier barracks. Each of these was roundly condemned by PHE and the 
independent Chief Inspector for Borders and Immigration (ICIBI) as unfit and lacking health 
services and many other failures. 
Home Office officials state it will offset the massive hotels bill being created. But what about the 
dispersal contract? This continues in place over the next 5 years and it still provides suitable 
accommodation in the Community but everyone acts like it has been forgotten. There are many 
vacancies in these accommodations and more can be sought if required. Certainly the numbers 
going through the system are no greater than they have been in past years and the dispersal 
contracts have always managed them effectively. (There are always issues about standards but 
numbers can certainly be managed in a community setting) 
 
What we have learned from the examples of the Napier and Penally barracks is that significantly 
poor treatment of people generates responses. If you are treated in an inhuman way, where there 
is no access to health services, or Covid has been allowed to run rife or that you are excluded from 
social interaction, education, visiting local amenities and so on, and so on...... then reactions will 
occur. And they will not be good. How could they be? If you treat people without dignity and 
respect they will react. 
 
In the church and in the lead up to Pentecost, we hear and learn about the priestly prayer of Jesus 
and how ‘he prays for future generations of people who will come to believe in him through the 
‘words ’or teaching of the disciples’. This priestly action of intervention must now rest with us when 
our neighbour is so badly treated. 
 
How can we provide such limiting things? Do those in power not share our backgrounds and 
beliefs leading to better treatment for those seeking sanctuary here? Many do and we still see this 
happening. Where did we fail? Or rather how are they failing us? 
These remote and insubstantial sites, being changed into something they can never be, is not an 
accident. Under the cover of Covid they appeared but they now develop in plain sight. The 
Rwandan deal is merely the worst part of it - worse because we even deny access to sanctuary 
here. 
 
We have worked with people seeking asylum in the UK forever. We have offered sanctuary but 
now this is seen only as a privilege for a few. We must be true to the principles of the 1951 Geneva 
Convention on Refugees, not walk away from it. 
Napier, Penally and now Linton have already been abandoned by MoD as unnecessary and 
deserve to be discarded again, not the lives of this who seek a new life here 
In response to Jesus ’prayer, we might ask: can I do more in my personal life to convey, in a non-
invasive or over-evangelical way, this Divine love of which Jesus speaks. It is a love that does not 
discriminate or condemn. Do my principles and actions live up to this in the way I think about and 
treat others? Do they? 
                                                          Vin Totton  

7. 



CAFOD NEWS 
 

Our new campaign is called Fix the Food System. Please consider helping your fellow 
parishioners take part.  

You may have received a small pack of parish resources in the post a few weeks ago. Do let 
us know if you’re planning to use them in your parish. The resources are a Leader’s Guide and 
a participants’ leaflet for an activity in the parish called Fix the Food System: a 7 station 
journey. If you didn’t get the resources you can order them at the CAFOD online shop.  

The materials invite people to write to the Foreign Secretary, Liz Truss. The same message 
can be sent online here - please send one if you haven’t already. We’re delighted to report 
that the Foreign, Commonwealth and Development Office of the government (FCDO) have 
already been in touch with us after receiving the first few thousand messages from CAFOD 
supporters. For more information about the campaign see cafod.org.uk/food 
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already been in touch with us after receiving the first few thousand messages from CAFOD 
supporters. For more information about the campaign see cafod.org.uk/food 

 

Local contact: Mark Maughan Community Participation Coordinator 

Hexham & Newcastle Diocese 07779804243  mmaughan@cafod.org.uk  

   
 

https://shop.cafod.org.uk/
https://action.cafod.org.uk/page/102736/action/1
https://cafod.org.uk/Campaign/Fix-the-food-system
https://shop.cafod.org.uk/
https://action.cafod.org.uk/page/102736/action/1
https://cafod.org.uk/Campaign/Fix-the-food-system
mailto:mmaughan@cafod.org.uk
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